of competition, the theory of capital, the conceptual distinction between usury and interest, the right of property, the theory of just price, the theory of money, the doctrine of subjective value, etc. Thus, scholasticism, or late scholasticism, is an interesting chapter in the history of economic thought; its suggestions and ideas are far from exhausted. The Franciscans, for instance, felt compelled by their understanding of poverty to tackle economic issues -consequently, they contributed to the creation of the Western economic vocabulary and economic analysis. Their views were always focused on ethical aims as the service of the society; their primary goal was the claim that the behavior of tradesmen ought to be determined by considerations of justice. The economic ethics of the exponents of the Franciscan school should sustainably influence economic as well as theological traditions of thought (Langholm 2009; Bazzichi 2015) . Indeed, the view that economy is a place of "reciprocity" and "gratuity" is one of the central foundations of European economic culture. The scholastic philosopher who combined speculative activities with the pastoral practice of everyday life accidentally turned out to be valuable economic pioneers. They succeeded in promoting the economic and civic development of the social system.
An overview of the 13th century, more precisely into the thought of Peter of John Olivi (1248 Olivi ( -1298 , has been revealed in this paper. As a theologian and philosopher, Olivi was one of the main exponents of the Franciscan tradition; he was one of the most controversial and most original philosopher of his age. Because of his rigorous interpretation of perfect poverty and the rule of the order, as well as because of his theological positions concerning the unity of soul and body and the question of papal infallibility, Olivi was repeatedly accused and eventually condemned as a heretic or a sect founder. He went down in history as the man who had almost split the Franciscan order claiming a strict interpretation of the rule of poverty, which to the eyes of superiors of the order and popes seemed old fashioned. His writings were confiscated. After his death, his monumental Lectura super Apocalipsim (Olivi 2015) was also condemned as heretic -a negative evaluation that still now has its effects on the state of research about Olivi and on the possibilities of editing his works. It is true that international research on Olivi has intensified in the past 40 years, but a critical edition and translations of his spiritual-theological writings are still lacking.
Olivi's Tractatus de contractibus deserves special attention. This treaty about economics and economic ethics has three parts: De emptione et venditione (on purchases and sales), De contractibus usurariis (on usurious contracts), De restitutionibus (on restitutions) Historic research for a long time ascribed Olivi's thought Bernardino of Siena (1380 Siena ( -1444 and Antoninus of Florence (1389 Florence ( -1459 . This is due to the fact that these two thinkers took over many passages of the Tractatus verbatim without quoting Oliviprobably because the writings of Olivi were forbidden. When Pacetti (1936) was preparing the critical edition of the Opera omnia of Bernardino, a manuscript of Olivi's Tractatus was found in the private library of the preacher of Siena which Bernardino had used composing his Sermones (sermons). Furthermore, he had written notes and references and made underlinings in the margins of the manuscript. After that, the Dominican Antoninus availed himself of the writings of Bernardino, so that Olivi's thought, anonymously, was incorporated also in his Summa. Pacetti (1953) proved that Olivi was the author of Tractatus, and Spicciani (1977) published the first part of the Latin Tractatus in a critical edition (cf. also the complete Italian translation of the Tractatus in Olivi [1990] ); in 1980, the complete Latin edition of the Tractatus was published by Todeschini (Olivi 1980; Todeschini 1987) Olivi's Tractatus -which was written around the year 1293 -marks the beginning of something new. Evidence for this could be supplied by stressing several points, e.g., a theory of value, an inquiry on the "just price," and a distinction that we call "epoch making" today, namely the distinction between money (simplex pecunia) and capital (capitale). In the following sections, we focus on these three aspects and above all on the question of loaning money and the prohibition of interest (cf. Piron 1998 Piron , 2001 Ceccarelli 2016) .
Why should we occupy ourselves with medieval economic ethics? Only to fill gaps in our knowledge of history or to get some orientation in a time where everybody is talking about the "End of Economics" -subtitle of a book by Henderson (1978 Henderson ( /1989 ? An author of the 13th century cannot tell us directly, of course, what we are doing wrong. In Olivi's lifetime, there were no banks, corporate groups, big industries, and stock exchanges. Concrete persons produced goods in manageable amounts and merchandized and lent money. They acknowledged a principle, which is a bare provocation for modern economics, but which nowadays seems worth of discussion: the prohibition of interest.
Loaning money to gain interest was forbidden in Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. It was stigmatized as "usury." Aristotle had declared that fertility of money was contrary to nature.
1 The Catholic Church has not really abolished the prohibition of interest till now. But the economic development of modernity overran the antique, early Christian and medieval view of money. Money was simply fertile -until a few years ago everybody, pensioners as well as merchants, could expect their savings to bear "decent" interest. Only recently, things have changed. Is money, after all, not fertile? What is it that makes money fertile?
The subjective theory of value
According to Olivi, the economic value (valor usus) of something depends on its utility in satisfying human needs. It can be judged in a threefold way, as Olivi wrote in the first question of De emptione et venditione:
In turn, it must be known that this kind of value for things sold and used is measured in three ways. In a first way, [the value is measured] according to which a thing is better adapted and more effective for our utility (est nostris utilitatibus virtuosior et efficacior) from its own real qualities and properties; in this way, a good loaf of bread made from wheat is worth more to us as food than one made from barely, and a strong horse is worth more to us for transport or for combat than a donkey or a rouncy.
In a second way (the value is measured), according to which things are more necessary for us from their rarity or difficulty in being found (ex sue invencionis raritate et difficultate sunt nobis magis necessarie), since by their very scarcity, we have a greater need for them and less of an ability to get and use them. Accordingly, the wheat is worth more at the time of general shortage or famine and scarcity than at the time when it is in great abundance among all. And thus, the four elements, namely, water, earth, air, and fire, have a lower price among us on account of their supply than gold or balsam might, even though they are of themselves more necessary and useful for our life.
In a third way, the value of things is measured according to the greater and lesser pleasure of our will (beneplacitum nostre voluntatis) in having things of this kind. Indeed, to "use" (in the sense that it is taken here) is to take or to have something in the power of one's will; for that reason, not a small part of the value of things for use is measured from the pleasure of the will -whether it is more or less pleased in using this or that thing and in having that thing at its disposal. Accordingly, one horse is more pleasing to one person and another horse to another, one ornament or jewel to one person and another to another; in this way, one person appraises highly something that is worthless to another and considers it precious and expensive, and These three factors of value fixing can be formulated in the concepts of virtuositas, raritas, and complacibilitas, as Bernardino of Siena had put it in the margin of his manuscript of Olivi as well as in his Sermo 35.
2 These three expressions are well known to the historians of economic thought. According to Olivi, a thing is more valuable than another due to its virtuositas, because due to its special properties it is more useful and more suitable to satisfy our needs. In the second place, the economic value of a thing depends on its raritas, i.e., on its scarcity or rather its rareness and the difficulty in obtaining it. The third value fixing factor consists of the "beneplacitum" or complacibilitas, i.e., the individual, subjective pleasure in the possession and use of the thing. The introduction of complacibilitas as a factor of value is characteristic for Olivi; in comparison to former authors, it is a novelty and it looks like a modern theory of value. It introduces a strictly personal element in the analysis of value. Olivi related it to the use of a thing: indeed, the use of a thing constitutes for Olivi an action or rather a decision of free individual will. Complacibilitas, to be translated as "desiderability", "désidérabilité", or "Schätzbarkeit" -i.e., "the desire for good or the degree of pleasure which one can derive from the good" (Chafuen 1986, p. 98) -expresses the idea of individual preference and subjective utility, whereas virtuositas refers to the objective qualities of a thing, i.e., its objective usefulness.
According to Olivi, the economic value of a thing rises and falls in proportion to its utility in satisfying human needs. In his response to the first question of De emptione et venditione, he stated that the value of a thing cannot be exact and always identical and that different prices for the same thing can be charged: on condition that 1) the value of a thing is consonant with the valuation which is measured "with respect to our use and according to the probable judgment of human estimation" (in respectu ad usum necessarium et ad probabilem iudicium humanae extimacionis) and 2) this valuation stays "within the limits of an appropriate latitude" 3 (infra limites latitudinis competentis). Thus, Olivi put a limit to the individual valuation of goods.
The question of just price and the common good
Nevertheless, in the second question of De emptione et venditione, Olivi asked again the question of just price and of the role that offer and demand play in the estimation of just price. 4 His question was as follows: can a price, in order to be just, be estimated according to the utility for the buyer (or receiver) of a benefit, i.e., according to a subjective utility -so, on the basis of an individual valuation of goods, as he had stated already in the previous Quaestio. He treated the problems aiming at commutative justice based on the equivalence of the exchanged things, respectively, on the equality of price and value of a good.
Olivi knew that individual ideas about the price often differ from the value of a thing and that each individual can have different ideas about the price of a thing. This can lead to trouble: besides the subjectivity and uncertainty of the valuation of goods, a further problem is that, in contract negotiations, both parties strive for a bigger profit or that one of the parties does so. According to Olivi, a purely individual valuation of goods can lead to a dilemma in determining the just price. It can lead even to the absurd situation that there is a disproportionately high price to pay.
Olivi made clear his view by means of some examples. As a starting point of his remarks, he referred to the emergency of a dying person who can be helped with a medicine, a medical plant, or -in a later example -a cup of water:
Second, it is asked whether a price can be set according to the value of the utility for those buying [something] or receiving some service in return for payment? For example, if a drink or medical herb has the value of freeing me from death and of restoring my health, which is beyond price, can the one who gives it justly demand from me a price equivalent to the healing, that is to say, beyond price? (Olivi 2016 , part I: On Purchases and Sales, Quaestio 2, par. 21, p. 6).
In these cases, the value of the thing in question would correspond, for the ill person, to the utility he/she has Exactly, such reprehensible behavior and profit orientation are to be avoided, said Olivi, because they jeopardize the existence of human community itself and damage feelings such as pity and solidarity. For Olivi, the final purpose (ratio finalis) of purchases and contracts is the realization of the common good. Thus, he declared that Olivi went further still and postulated that the price of a good is estimated with a view of the common good; on the occasion, "the estimation commonly done by civil communities" (communis taxacio et estimacio) should be considered (Olivi 2016 , part I: On Purchases and Sales, Second Question, section 26, p. 7). He gave four criteria of general valuation which ought to be considered in this communis taxacio et estimacio with a view to the common good, to estimate the prices (cf. Second Question, sections 27-34, pp. 7-9).
1) "A certain natural order of things for use" (Second Question, section 27, p. 7) (quemdam naturalem ordinem rerum utibilium); 2) the amount of a certain good available in a community, hence its scarcity or abundance (copie et inopie, seu paucitatis et habundancie), and the difficulty to procure 5 this good; 3) the labor, the economic risk, and the industriousness in making good or services available. Olivi underlined the importance of industria that can be translated as "skill," "competence," and "effort." He wrote that "merchandise which likewise requires greater industriousness is generally estimated at a higher price as well, all things being equal. And although they work more with their body, a ditch-digger or stone-cutter is not given a price [for their work] like that of the architect, who with higher expertise and industriousness orders and directs the ditch-digger and stone-cutter as to what must be done." (Second Question, section 30, p. 8); 4) "the general degree and the order of offices and the dignities associated with them" (Second Question, section 31, p. 9). Olivi thus took into account the performance of office holders and justified wage differentials, because higher offices usually call for higher expenses -therefore, the military leader deserves a higher wage than the simple soldier. A military leader should be paid better because his performance requires higher industria, more experience and know-how, and a greater mental effort than those of the simple soldier. Furthermore, these abilities are acquired by long, intense, expensive, and risky studies -and the eligible persons are rare, and there are only few of them (cf. Second Question, section 32, p. 9).
According to Olivi, these four criteria have to be observed in the estimation of prices. Every single person should follow the general valuations and appraisals to avoid harmful and incorrect conduct; nobody should act against the common good and the community, thereby damaging the general use and justice. Olivi finally stated that "(...) the price of things for use is measured with respect to our use within the order of and in relation to the common good and the common use of a thing, and not in relation to something contrary or harmful to them" 5 Cf. Olivi 2016, part I: On Purchases and Sales, Second Question, section 29, p. 8: "Indeed, the more rare and difficult it is for us to get (rarius and difficilius aliquid adire) to and to have something, the more we estimate it to be something quite wonderful and even high beyond our means." (Olivi 2016 , part I: On Purchases and Sales, Second Question, section 36, pp. 9-10). The common good (commune bonum) and the social esteem (communis estimacio) are the basis of just contract negotiations within a society. In Olivi's remarks, the economic value, from a very subjective level, turns into a common perspective based on the communis usus and the common use of the thing. The subject is no more an individual, which lives in isolation, but a person in a community who considers the well-being of others.
Olivi's shift from an individual valuation of goods to a meta-individual, common valuation of goods allows for the overcoming of difficulties that result from the dilemma of a merciless, not human-related equivalence of traded goods -as Olivi illustrated with the example of the cup of water that saves a person's life and therefore is equivalent to a human life. However, this takes for granted the modern concept of market as "place of exchange" (city, village, communitas) -a place, where offer and demand meet and where prices are fixed very concretely. For it is on the market that communis taxacio et estimacio become manifest. Without this hypothesis in the background, it would be indeed impossible to grasp the factors of price fixing, which gain their economic relevance only within the spatiotemporal perspective.
On usurious contracts
A very original idea developed by Olivi is his theory of capital where he distinguished between the merely sterile money and the fertile and lucrative moneywhich he called as capital.
6 By his theory, revolutionary at that time, Olivi questioned the current idea of money as simply a means of exchange. He acknowledged the legitimacy of trade and the added value (valor superadiunctus) of capital as well as admissible interest revenues (in the sense of a claim of interest as compensation, cf. par. 6).
Before expounding the aforementioned distinction between "money" and "capital," Olivi dedicated himself to a careful and convincing argumentation in several parts to show that to loan money with interest constitutes a grave sin, destroys the links of every human community, eliminates faith, and ultimately leads to hell. The greatest damage caused by the usurer is the damage he inflicts on himself, on his own soul. Spontaneously, one thinks of the saying of Péguy (1914) who wrote regarding a related phenomenon -saving: "Who saves money is a waster of what he has sold in order to get this money. The miser is wasteful.
[…] He wastes and squanders his soul which he has sold for nothing, for money" (Péguy 1961 (Péguy , p. 1499 . Now, let us look a little closer to Olivi's arguments against interest. Overall, five groups of arguments are put forward: Hence, it is not the case that Olivi paid only a lip service to the prohibition of interest to distance himself from it afterward. On the contrary, it will be hard to find a scholastic who worked so much to confirm the badness of charging interest. We quote only the seventh argument (the number 7 often plays a special role in Olivi) , in which the reflection on the badness of usury culminates:
Following from this and seventh, it [usury] causes the destruction of the Catholic faith, namely so that people do not believe that there is another life, that usuries are a sin, or that one will undergo a judgment of eternal damnation for these or for other things. From which ultimately follows a fall headlong into the infernal abyss of every crime and debauchery. We not only deduce the aforementioned things from reason, but we also confirm them with all too continual experience (Olivi 2016 , part II: On Usurious Contracts, Eighth Question, section 49, p. 34).
Simplex pecunia and capitale: the distinction between "money" and "capital"
Olivi did not question the prohibition of interest; nevertheless, he paved the way for a thought which could serve to justify 700 years of capitalism. In addition to the section "On Usurious Contracts" (De contractibus usurariis) he developed, as Piron said, "the most striking conceptual innovation of the treatise." 7 This innovation surely is not due to any crypto-capitalistic sympathies sometimes attributed to Olivi -unjustly he was called "one of the most outspoken defenders of Italian capitalism" (Kirshner 1972 , p. 81, quoted by Wolff [1978 , p. 175, n. 27) -but rather to his unprejudiced view of economic evolutions. Let us now come to the announced distinction of simplex pecunia and capitale. Money is not the same as money that one could say; more precisely, not all money is capital. Olivi illustrated this with an example. Suppose someone has decided to bring his grain to the market not immediately, but to sell it later when probably a higher price is realizable -that means, when its value is higher. In this situation, another person approaches him begging to sell the grain now. Olivi thought that the owner of the grain can charge the higher price expected for the later date even now without exposing himself to the reproach of usury, because: Olivi acknowledged the moral justification of the idea of commercial capital. He saw that the "interesse" as economic reality is different from "usura" (usury) -under the condition that the "interesse" does not stem from a simple amount of money, but from a capital invested already in trade, or foreseen for trade. By "capital," he meant the amount of money or goods chosen for a lucrative business (as for instance trading) and which are endowed with profitability. This profitability or the potential gain entails that the price for "capital" is higher than the value of simple money, which serves as its measure.
Thus, the ratio seminalis lucri, the lucrativeness, bestows a valor superadiunctus, an added value, on simple money. Therefore, "simple money" (simplex pecunia) relates to capital as the "simple value" (simplex valor) to the sum of simple value and added value (valor superadiunctus). By the way, it is noticeable that Olivi introduced this expression just 600 years before Marx. In both cases, the production of surplus or added value is essential for the functioning of capital. But there is also a difference: the surplus value in Olivi is not due to the exploitation of underpaid factory workers, but to the spirit of enterprise and the know-how of the skilled tradesman.
How is it that a thing acquires added value? How does simple money change into capital? We have to take a step backward in the text. Olivi depicted a case taken from the common merchant practice of his time.
A tradesman has a good business idea, but he has no money to realize it. He raises a loan, expecting firmly to generate profit with his idea. Let us imagine that a ship is equipped to bring spices from the near East to Europe. Here, they are legitimately sold to a higher price than that paid for in the country of origin. Legitimately, because the activity of a tradesman is not per se sinful; rather he renders a service 8 to society fetching the spices. The lender on his part participates in the gain with a fixed amount or a fixed profit share: the tradesman so to speak buys the future profit from him, because he expects that the whole business is advantageous for both of them. Here, the rule applies "the capital in trading is at the risk of the investor" 9 (capitale currit in mercando ad periculum tradentis). It is obvious that here the money invested in a certain business (i.e., the capital) differs from "normal money."
First, "it is something assigned for profitable commerce" 10 (lucrativis mercacionibus destinatum). Second, the investor assumes the risk when the enterprise fails, e.g., if the ship sinks or falls into the hands of pirates. Therefore, the situation is quite different from the condition of the small saver who brings his money to the bank and charges an added value for it without engaging in a concrete venture. Moreover, the bank customer expects a guarantee for his deposit account; he is far from assuming the risk of the entrepreneur.
The extrinsic titles of "interesse"
Olivi's opinions about capital and the question of interest are embedded in the theological-canonistic debate which came up in the first decades of the 13th century and grew more acute in the following centuries. The question was as follows: Is it admissible, despite the prohibition of usury, to make a difference between any sum of money which is loaned and a loan that consists in a sum of money invested already in an enterprise or to be invested in a lucrative trade? This last-mentioned sum of money seemed indeed to hold a legitimate profit expectation.
On the one hand, every increase in money obtained by a loan was to be considered as usury. On the other hand, the compensation charged by a tradesman or by the person who intended to invest money for withdrawing the money from a business to loan it to another was considered rather as compensation of a damage incurred. In addition, such a loss or damage that includes the three components such as lucrum cessans (profit foregone), damnum emergens (positive damage), and periculum sortis (risk of capital loss) was called as "interesse" -an expression from Roman law.
Therefore, usura is what is charged for the loan in virtue of the loan (quidquid sorti accedit vi mutui), whereas "interesse" stands for the compensation (id quod interest) and is justified and legitimated not in the loan in itself, but in circumstances extrinsic to the loan which cause an economic damage to the lender and for which the borrower has to compensate him. Among the extrinsic titles of "interest," one finds in medieval terminology damnum emergens, i.e., the concrete damage for the lender which occurs because he cannot dispose of the sum lent to the borrower; furthermore, lucrum cessans, the foregone profit that occurs when the lender at the date of the signing of the contract would have had an alternative possibility of investment that he renounced, although it would have been advantageous and lucrative for him, and eventually periculum sortis, the risk of capital loss, for instance, when the borrower is unable to meet his liabilities to pay.
Olivi wrote that 11 Also, from this, it is clear that when someone loans to another money that they firmly intend to trade, from compassion alone and the need of that person, [but] under such a pact that the lender will profit or lose as much as a similar sum will profit or lose with an equivalent such merchant, they do not commit usury, but rather do a certain favor with their indemnity preserved, just as has been shown more fully in a particular quodlibetal question.
12
Thus, Olivi frankly took the part of those who acknowledged the agreement on profit (=compensation for the profit or to avoid damages) before stipulating a loan as legitimate:
(…) if the lender was about to trade beforehand with the money lent, or about to acquire some licit profit from it by paying and buying or about licitly save themselves from some imminent damage, and when brought to this by compassion for fraternal need alone and at the insistence of the other's requests, they handed over their money on the condition that the other should be obligated 11 Olivi 2016, part III: Points Regarding the Matter of Usurious Contracts, Sixth Point, section 64, p. 57. 12 Here, Olivi refers to Quodlibet I, 17 (Olivi 2002). to compensation as interest for the aforementioned profit or damage to them, then something beyond the money loaned is licitly demanded and received, but not something worth more, inasmuch as the aforementioned money already had in itself, as it were, the force and value of this compensatory interest (Olivi 2016, part II: On Usurious Contracts, Eighth Question, section 51 p. 34).
From the quoted passages, it clearly emerges that for Olivi there are two conditions that have to be fulfilled to consider a sum of money or goods as capital: 1) it is necessary that the sum of money or good is foreseen for a lucrative trade and 2) that this happens with a precise intention, a firm purpose (firmo proposito), i.e., that there is an inner disposition toward a proper investment activity. In this way, Olivi underlined the subjective element: there must really be the intention to invest one's own money in business.
Ratio seminalis and capitale in the context of theory of impetus
Olivi used a technical term from the stoic tradition (it played a prominent role also in Augustine) to characterize capital: ratio seminalis. This is not only "a nice allusion to patristic philosophy", as Langholm, the great Norwegian scholar of medieval economic theories, supposed (Langholm 1992, pp. 345-373, here p. 373) . The German philosopher Wolff gave a -convincing, as it seems -hint to a parallel, which theoretically backed Olivi's thesis of valor superadiunctus and ratio seminalis, respectively. It was not by chance that Olivi was a genial innovator in several fields at once. The "added value" inherent in capital (and absent in simple money) can be compared with the impetus of a thrown stone (and absent in the unmoved stone. The theory of impetus replaces the Aristotelian theory of violent motion. The theory of impetus says that by throwing a stone, the mover conveys a force to the stone -the impetus -which makes that the stone for a while is moved, as it were, on his own.
The ratio seminalis which makes that simple money becomes capital is similar to the "impetus" which lets fly the -otherwise motionless -stone. The locus classicus where Olivi treated the theory of impetus is Quaestio 31 of the Quaestiones in secundum librum Sententiarum. Here, the rationes seminales occur already in the title. 13 Olivi: "Nono qaeritur an omnia quae educuntur de potentia materiae sint ibi prius secundum suas essentias seu secundum rationes seminales vel secundum potentias activas", in : Olivi 1922 Wolff continued with the quotation from the Tractatus about "a certain seminal character of profit," the ratio seminalis lucri which makes the difference between capital and simple money (cf. above, par. 5).
Olivi's theory of money is rooted in his theory of physics; the concept of capital echoes the theory of impetus. The same idea is present also at the top of Olivi's natural philosophy, in his interpretation of the relation between soul and body. Olivi was a critic of Aquinas's doctrine of anima rationalis as the only form of the body. According to Olivi, it is nearer to the phenomena (and also to theological tenets) to concede to the body (also to the corpse) a form of its own.
Olivi conceived the relation of soul and body in a way that anima intellectiva is the last form perfecting the whole human, but is not immediately form-giving for the body. This subordination corresponds to the idea that on an ontologically deeper level there is a potentiality which can be activated from an ontologically higher level: so, money can become capital by the industry of the merchant, a stone can appropriate the impetus of 14 Cf. Olivi 1922, Quaestiones in secundum librum Sententiarum, edited by Bernhard Jansen, vol. I, p. 563: "Nam virtus formativa non agit nisi sicut virtus instrumentalis alicuius principalis agentis, sicut suo modo impulsus seu inclinationes datae proiectis a proiectoribus movent ipsa proiecta etiam in absentia proicientium (...)" What follows gives rise to doubt if "principalis agens" means really the acting subject, that is the person who throws the stone. It rather seems that the thrower is an "agens instrumentale" which educes ("educit") the possibility of motion out of the stone -a possibility installed there by the creator (Olivi 1922 Consequentially results that rather the whole intellectual soul is designated as the form of the body than only its sensitive part, because the form, simply speaking, rather means the total form than a part of it. Therefore it is more proper to say the man talks than the tongue, even though a man cannot talk but by his tongue -because an act is rather attributed to the total supposit than to a part.
Conclusion
The basis of Olivi's distinction between the legitimate idea of capital and the canonistic prohibition of interest is the intention behind the human actions. Including Schneider 1973, p. 226, n. 93. the intention in the ethical judgment, Olivi differentiated between "usura" and "interesse." Not the simple money, but the capital has "a certain seminal character of profit" and is lucrative. In addition, only if the holder intends to invest (or has invested already), the money becomes capital. The investment must not exist as a mere wish or a general possibility, but it has to be practically possible and implicate a concrete gain. Thus, Olivi, on the one hand, criticized the merely sterile money; on the other hand, he legitimated capital as money involved in a business or destined for trade. The use of this capital as a loan justifies to charge a compensation from the borrower -due to the lucrum cessans -in the form of an "interesse." One of the main merits of Olivi's Tractatus is it to recall the nearly forgotten distinction between money and capital. We have seen an age of unprecedented, but often blind economic growth. Unjustly, the nations have been divided into poor and rich, and the achievements of modernity have been allocated in a very unequal way. Now, it seems advisable not to continue valuing money automatically as fertile. Rather, the risk entailed by investments should be imposed on those who realize expectable profits from them.
We do not want to turn back to the Middle Ages. But, we should grasp the opportunity to learn from the medieval philosopher thessential insights which were present to them and which we have lost.
